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Abstract

This photo essay introduces a unique field investigation specifically designed to enhance
our understanding of flow processes in unsaturated fractured rock. We infiltrated dyed

water into an initially dry fracture network located on Fran Ridge, near Yucca Mountain,
Nevada. Later, the rock mass beneath our infiltration sites was excavated  to a depth of

~5m in a series of horizontal layers (~0.5 m thick); at each  stage of the excavation
process, we recorded portions of the fracture network marked with the dye tracer. The
goals of this investigation were to: 1) obtain fracture network data from the Topopah
Spring Tuff unit for use in intermediate-scale simulations; 2) identify portions of the

fracture network conducting flow under three different boundary conditions; 3) visualize
preferential flow paths and small-scale flow structures; 4) collect samples for subsequent
hydraulic testing and use in intermediate-scale simulations; and 5) demonstrate the utility

of Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) to delineate fluid distribution within
fractured rock. Here, we document this unique investigation with a series of captioned

photographs, drawings, and plots of measured data. Results of this experiment highlight
the extreme complexity of flow processes in unsaturated fractured rock, and the resulting

difficulty of both predicting and monitoring such flows.



Preface

At this time, very little experimental evidence exists regarding the fundamental
processes of flow and transport through unsaturated, fractured rock. While a small
number of investigators are working at the laboratory scale, well designed field
experiments are scarce. Due to the extreme difficulty and expense of conducting such
experiments, most field tests have been designed to obtain property values for use in
existing conceptual models, rather than to develop improved understanding and new
conceptual models. In 1994, we conducted a unique field investigation specifically
designed to enhance our understanding of flow processes in unsaturated fractured
rock [Nicholl and Glass, 1995]. The goals of this investigation were to: 1) obtain
fracture network data from the Topopah Spring Tuff unit for use in intermediate-scale
simulations; 2) identify portions of the fracture network conducting flow under three
different boundary conditions; 3) visualize preferential flow paths and small-scale
flow structures; 4) collect samples for subsequent hydraulic testing and use in
intermediate-scale simulations; and 5) demonstrate the utility of Electrical Resistance
Tomography (ERT) to delineate fluid distribution within fractured rock.

Although interpretation of this test is being published elsewhere [Glass et al.,
2002], other investigators have suggested that the scientific community would benefit
from a photo-essay describing the investigation, and documenting key observations.
Use of electronic media allows us to provide more images than would be feasible with
conventional print media, and many more than would be possible for journal
publication. It also allows us to disseminate raw and reduced data in a form usable to
other investigators. We begin this electronic document with a concise overview of the
investigation, and then present a series of captioned figures that are organized by
topic. The CD-ROM version of this document also includes folders containing full
resolution copies of the figure images and data collected during the experiment; use
of these images and data is welcomed, provided that the origin is properly cited.



Navigating this Document

Figures

The bulk of this document consists of a set of captioned figures documenting our
investigation. Figures are categorized by topic; the opening page of each topic
contains a short overview of the included material.

Important notes:

1) Two versions of the principal document are provided. The only difference
between the two versions is image resolution. The file containing the high
resolution version (FRAN_H.PDF) is much larger (~51 megabytes) then the file
containing the low resolution version (FRAN_L.PDF, ~9 megabytes).

2) At first glance, some of the photographs on the high-resolution version of this
document (FRAN_H.PDF) will appear to be grainy or flat (low contrast) when
viewed on screen. This is a screen resolution issue; each of the photographic
images has been inserted into the PDF document at 300 DPI resolution, so
please zoom in and take a closer look. Images will be somewhat more grainy on
the low-resolution version (FRAN_L.PDF).

3) A “return” button is located in the upper left corner of each figure page. Unlike
internet browsers, this button returns to the previous view, rather than the previous
page. Therefore, if you have zoomed into the image, multiple clicks on the return
button may be required to get back to the previous page.

4) Blue text within the figure captions is linked to the referenced pages. A single
click on the blue text will activate the link.
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Section 1 - Overview of the Investigation

Our investigation was performed in conjunction with construction activities
associated with the Large Block Test (LBT), a scientific investigation conducted by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). Preparation for the LBT required
that a test block (4.5 x 3 x 3 m) be carefully excavated from an outcrop of
nonlithophysal Topopah Spring tuff located on the eastern slope of Fran Ridge near
Yucca Mountain, Nevada [see Lin et al., 1994; Wilder et al., 1997; Lin et al., 2001]. In
essence, the construction plan was to define a block within the rock mass, and then
remove the waste material surrounding it. This unusual procedure provided us with a
unique opportunity to conduct simple field experiments exploring flow structure in an
initially dry fracture network.

Excavation of the LLNL Large Block began by benching the hillside to create a
level work area (~12 x 12 m in plan) at a depth of 1-3 m below surface; a vertical face
was also cut on the downslope side of the excavation. Near the center of this work
area, a belt saw was used to cut four vertical slots (4.5 m deep). The slots were
arranged in a square to isolate a 3 x 3 m (plan) section of the rock mass from the rest
of the formation. The 3 x 3 x 4.5 m Large Block was then exhumed by removing the
surrounding rock in a series of roughly horizontal lifts (vertical intervals of ~0.5 m).

Our investigation began at an intermediate stage of excavation; after the vertical
slots were cut, and prior to removing rock surrounding the Large Block. At three
different locations, we infiltrated fluid containing a visible tracer into fractures within
the rock mass adjoining the Large Block. We then recorded observations while the
rock beneath those experiments was excavated. The fracture network and distribution
of the visible tracer were mapped over a series of horizontal pavements immediately
below the infiltration surfaces. Our principal goal was to explore flow structure within
the fracture network beneath a surface pond; hence, most of this document focuses on
one of the three experiments (hereafter referred to as the Ponded Infiltration Test). In
order to guide future work, we also performed two ancillary experiments designed to
induce unsaturated conditions near to the infiltration surface; a lesser number of
observations from the Restricted Flow Test and the Small Slug Test will be reported.



1.1 - Ponded infiltration test

A ~6 m2 (8 x 8’) location in the southwest corner of the area leveled for the Large
Block Test was selected for this experiment. Visual inspection of the pavement and
excavation walls at this location suggested that the extremely tight matrix would
confine flow to the pervasive (< 30 cm spacing) fracture network. In addition, exposed
fractures showed relatively small amounts of secondary mineralization (e.g., coating,
filling). Dry initial conditions were assumed for the fracture network, as potential
evapotranspiration in this region (125-200+ cm/year) greatly exceeds annual rainfall
(8-10 cm/year) [Bedinger et al., 1990]. Following site selection, a shallow (~0.2 m)
infiltration pond (~3.5 m2 surface area) was excavated into the rock surface. A
geophysical array was also installed (see next page) to test the utility of Electrical
Resistance Tomography (ERT) for detecting water content changes within the
network.

The ponded infiltration test was initiated by pouring ~150 liters of fluid into the
pond from buckets. At the same time, gravity flow was induced from a tank located
several meters above the infiltration pond; outflow from the tank was monitored at 10
second intervals using a pair of calibrated pressure transducers. Fluid level in the
pond was controlled by a float valve. Pond level stabilized ~10 minutes after initial
addition of fluid; after that time, outflow from the supply tank is expected to equal
infiltration into the fracture network. Measured flow from the feed tank (~640 liters)
ended after ~36 minutes, for a total infiltration volume of ~790 liters. The infiltrating
fluid consisted of local well water (J13), with blue food coloring (FD&C Blue #1)
added (~4 g/l) as a visible tracer consistent with environmental mandates.



1.2 - Electrical Resistance Tomography of the Ponded Infiltration Test

Investigators from LLNL explored the utility of Electrical Resistance
Tomography (ERT) for detecting water content changes in a fracture network by
measuring resistivity over a set of two-dimensional vertical planes beneath the
infiltration pond before, during, and after infiltration. Four ERT strings, each 3 m long
and containing 11 electrodes (30 cm apart) were grouted into dry drilled vertical holes
located within the pond at the corners of a 1.5 x 1.5 m square. Installation was
designed to minimize perturbations to the system, provide electrical contact with the
rock mass, inhibit the formation of preferential pathways, and maximize coverage
across the primary vertical fracture sets. Eight shallow (~15 cm) surface electrodes
were installed along diagonals of the square to increase resolution in those planes.

Test design was to bring infiltration to steady state, and then collect a full suite of
ERT data (i.e., between all string pairs). It was presumed that during steady
infiltration, fluid geometry within the interrogated zone would remain unchanged over
the time required to obtain a full set of ERT data (10-20 minutes); thus providing
optimal conditions for assessing the ability of ERT to discern moisture distribution
within the fracture network. Ground truth for assessing the ERT results would come
from maps of the fracture network and tracer distribution made during subsequent
excavation of the site. Test design also included acquisition of transient ERT data
across one of the primary planes during infiltration and subsequent drainage.

Unfortunately, the unexpectedly high infiltration rate shortened the duration of the
test; hence, measurements during infiltration were limited to two sequential cross-hole
ERT resistance fields in a single plane. The full suite of measurements (i.e., resistivity
fields between all string pairs) were measured on the day before the test, over the hour
following infiltration, and on the next day. Unfortunately, due to budgetary
constraints, ERT data was only reduced in a preliminary fashion, as can be found in
archived scientific notebooks [LLNL YMP controlled scientific notebook LBT-03,
3/4/94, pp. 5-26].



1.3 - Ancillary tests

As described above, our primary purpose was to investigate phase structure in a
natural fracture network beneath a surface pond. However, we also attempted two
additional infiltration tests within the LLNL excavation. The Restricted Flow Test was
performed in the northeast corner of the excavation. Fine sand tamped into the
infiltration pond was expected to restrict flow into the network, creating unsaturated
flow conditions near the pond. This test failed during infiltration, when flow short-
circuited the pond through a shallow subhorizontal fracture and rapidly appeared
elsewhere at the ground surface. In the northwest corner of the excavation, a small
fluid slug (~20 liters) was applied to the network (Small Slug Test). Unfortunately,
infiltration rate was dramatically reduced due fracture infilling by secondary
mineralization; hence a significant amount of the slug was lost to evaporation. Even
though these two tests were located within 15 m of our primary test, material
properties differed sufficiently to preclude direct comparisons. However, we did note
interesting flow features associated with these two sites, which will be reported with
our general observations of flow structure.



1.4 - Excavation and mapping

Waste rock surrounding the LLNL Large Block (including the region of our
tests) was removed in a series of roughly horizontal lifts. At each level, the exposed
rock pavement was broken to a depth of ~0.5 m with a large vehicle-mounted
jackhammer. A buffer zone of approximately 1 m was maintained to protect the
LLNL Large Block during this concussive excavation. Later in the excavation process,
large samples were extracted from the buffer zone for use in the LLNL investigation.
At each excavation level, most of the waste rock was removed with a small bulldozer.
The pavement was then cleaned to bare rock over a ~6 m2 (8 x 8’) area directly below
each infiltration site. Large rocks were moved by hand, and fine debris was blown
away with pressurized air. The fracture network and tracer distributions were mapped
at the infiltration surface and each subsequent excavation level; there were a total of 12
levels for the ponded infiltration test (0-11), 8 for the restricted flow test (0-7), and 7
for the small slug test (0-6).

At each new level, fracture traces and dye stains were recorded at a scale of 1:12
by hand mapping. A portable 2.44 x 2.44 m (8 x 8’) grid subdivided at 0.305 x 0.305
m (1 x 1’) intervals was used as a reference. Mapping was performed shortly after the
pavement was cleaned in order to maximize visibility of the dye tracer. In the short
term, construction dust rapidly settled on exposed surfaces and obscured the tracer.
Over a much longer term than we allowed the pavements to remain exposed (several
hours), the dye we used would likely suffer partial degradation from exposure to
ultraviolet radiation. The longest fracture traces were mapped first, and then
successively smaller features as time allowed. Wherever possible, the dip of individual
fractures was measured (+/- 5°) on exposed surfaces. During excavation, we also
noted the approximate location and extent of tracer encountered outside of the
mapped area on the excavation walls, and in the excavated rubble.

The delay between infiltration and excavation provided sufficient time for fluid to
escape the near-surface network (drainage, imbibition, evaporation), thereby
precluding remobilization of the tracer during excavation. However, the nature of the
excavation process, which was designed specifically for the LLNL investigation, did



place the following constraints on our mapping process. 1) Interval between
pavements was not consistent. 2) Roughness and dip of the mapped area varied
considerably. 3) Only a small area was cleared to bare rock, hence we were unable to
obtain a detailed record of tracer migration outside of the mapped area. 4) Excavation
was restricted to horizontal pavements; therefore we could not explore evidence of
flow mechanisms in the plane of inclined fractures (e.g., gravity driven fingering)
except through observation of broken blocks. 5) Time constraints were imposed by
the excavation schedule; mapping activities were performed immediately after a lift
was cleaned, and in the shortest possible time. As a result, maps taken at levels 7, 9,
and 10 contain less detail than those at other levels. 6) Excavation stopped at a depth
of ~5 m, while the infiltration pulse clearly penetrated below this depth.



Section 2 - Experimental Site

Images in this section show the location of the test, plan map of the excavation, and
site preparation.
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Figure 2.1 - location map: Our investigation was conducted at a site located on the
eastern side of Fran Ridge. This low (~1300 m above MSL) north-south trending ridge is
situated near the western edge of the Nevada Test Site (NTS) in Nye County, Nevada.
With respect to local topographic features (see figures 2.2 – Yucca Mountain aerial view,
and 2.3 - Yucca Mountain satellite image), Fran Ridge is located roughly parallel to, and
slightly east of Yucca Mountain, west of 40 Mile Wash and Jackass Flats, north of
Busted Butte, and southwest of the Calico Hills and Shoshone Mountain (~1910 m above
MSL). The work site (see figure 2.4 - site on Fran Ridge) was located at approximately
N748500, E574500 on the Busted Butte Quadrangle [USGS, 1983].

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.2 - Yucca Mountain aerial view: Oblique aerial view looking generally
southeast towards Yucca Mountain (red arrow), Fran Ridge (purple arrow), Busted Butte
(white arrow), and 40 Mile Wash (green arrow); Solitario Canyon is in the foreground.
The resistant unit standing proud along the west face of Solitario Canyon (blue arrow) is
the top of the Topopah Spring Tuff (‘caprock’ and crystal-rich nonlithophysal subunits).
Note the access road running along the crest of Yucca mountain. Although difficult to
discern in this oblique photograph, Yucca Mountain slopes more steeply to the west
(foreground) than it does to the east.

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.3 – Yucca Mountain satel-
lite image: This image shows the
general relationship between our
study site on Fran Ridge and other
local features, both topographic and
anthropogenic. Satellite image data
was obtained from LandSat TM
(4,2,1 band), Space Imaging
EOSAT, July 24, 1995; approximate-
ly one year after completion of our
experiment. The base image seen to
the right was cropped from a map
compiled by Rager [1997]. The
white arrow points to the northern
end of the road running along the
Yucca Mountain crest; Solitario Can-
yon lies immediately to the west.
The black arrow points to a box sur-
rounding the road leading up to the
LLNL Large Block Test, which was
the site of our experiment. Busted
Butte lies at the tip of the blue arrow,
while the red arrow points to 40 Mile
Wash, with its tail lying on Little
Skull Mountain. The red circles near
the bottom of the image are irrigated
fields in the Amargosa valley, the
Calico Hills are seen in the upper
right hand corner of the image
(northeast), and finally, Highway US
95 crosses at the tip of the north
arrow.    

�
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Figure 2.4 - site on Fran Ridge: Work area on Fran Ridge as seen from the east near
Forty-Mile Wash; the photograph was taken from near the tip of the black arrow seen in
figure 2.3 – Yucca Mountain satellite image. The excavation is located midway up the
photograph, and slightly right of center (white arrow). The faint orange band surrounding
the excavation is net fencing. The white object in the center of the excavation is the
LLNL Large Block, which was wrapped in protective white plastic following
exhumation. A water storage tank (also white) is located just outside of the excavation,
and to the left. The access road and support equipment (storage trailer, field office,
generator, air conditioning unit, etc.) are located left of center (see figure 2.5 - site map).
The USGS studied fractures in two pits (~4-5 m deep) and on pavement surfaces (purple
arrow) located immediately south and west of the excavation; results are reported in
Throckmorton et al. [1995]. Waste from the excavation was placed down slope from the
access road, and stretches across most of the image. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.5 - site map: Sketch showing the general site layout with respect to other
activities [after Lin et al., 1994]; drawing is not to scale. Yucca Mountain is located
directly to the west, and 40 Mile Wash is located to the east. Our experiments (squares
numbered 1-3) were performed in the region excavated to expose the LLNL Large Block
(see figure 2.4 - site on Fran Ridge). The ponded infiltration test was performed at site 1,
the restricted flow test at site 2, and the small slug test at site 3. Fractures exposed on the
pavement area, and in pits to the south and west of the excavation were mapped by the
USGS [Throckmorton et al., 1995]. The horizontal borehole (UE-25h#1) is described in
Norris et al. [1986]. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.6 - work area: Site preparation included excavating a level work area on the
side of Fran Ridge. This view looking towards the northwest shows subsequent cutting
operations to isolate the LLNL Large Block from the surrounding country rock.
Individuals in this image are examining the belt saw (see figure 2.7 - belt saw) employed
to cut the vertical slots seen in figure 2.8 - bench face. The saw was moved about the
level work area in order to make the requisite number of cuts; four to isolate the LLNL
Large Block and a fifth to aid in sampling (see figure 4.7 - excavation in process). Lights
placed around the excavation allowed for 24 hour a day operation. The area in shadow on
the right side of the image (white arrow) is a vertical face that was excavated to facilitate
access (see figure 2.8 - bench face). 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.7 - belt saw: Close-up image of the belt saw used to isolate the LLNL large
block from the surrounding country rock (see figure 2.6 - work area). A ~4.4 cm wide
diamond encrusted belt rides on a 4.9 meter long bar [Lin, et al., 1994]. The saw travels
across the work area on rails (seen on the right hand side of the image), and angle of the
blade is controlled hydraulically. The saw cuts were used to define an in situ tabular
monolith ~4.5 m high and 3 x 3 m in plan for the LLNL investigation.  Orange fencing on
the left hand side of the image marks the edge of a vertical face excavated into the
hillside (see figure 2.8 - bench face). View is to the southeast, looking over Forty Mile
Wash and towards Mt. Charleston. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 2.8 - bench face: Site preparations prior to excavation of the LLNL Large Block
included benching the side of Fran Ridge to provide access. Looking from the east, the
bench face shows two vertical saw cuts created to isolate the Large Block from the
surrounding country rock (see figures 2.6 - work area, and 2.7 - belt saw). Cutting fluid
(water) was drained away from the bench to the sump seen in the foreground. Barrels in
the upper left-hand corner of the image were used to supply fluid for our ponded
infiltration test (see figure 3.3 - initiation of flow). M. Mann (SNL) is in front of the
bench face (white helmet), directly above him, on the level work area, an individual
dressed in blue is preparing for the ponded infiltration test. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Section 3 - Ponded Infiltration Experiment

The primary purpose of this investigation was to investigate flow structure in an
initially dry fracture network beneath a surface pond. Images in this section show
experimental set-up, infiltration test on 3/11/94, and measurements.



    

Nicholl and Glass, 2002

Figure 3.1 - infiltration site: In this
view looking to the southwest, M.
Mann (SNL) is seen preparing for
the ponded infiltration test; this view
is essentially hidden in the far left
hand side of figure 2.6 - work area.
Drums on the hillside were used to
supply fluid to the test by gravity
feed thorough the green hose (see
also figure 2.8 – bench face). The
infiltration pond (red arrows) was
carved into the pavement at a depth
of about 3 m below the sloping
ground surface. At this depth, the
rock was competent and the fracture
network was open and mostly
unfilled. A close up view of the pond
is shown in figure 3.2 - infiltration
pond prior to test. 
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Figure 3.2 - infiltration pond prior to test: Close-up view of the infiltration pond. The
excavation method (impact hammer) produced a pond with a very uneven bottom and an
irregular outline (see figure 3.8 - ERT array). Concrete (blue arrow) was used to complete
the pond in regions where the excavated surface was low. Garden hose (green) connects
the fluid supply to paired float valves (black spheres attached to brass rods); support
frame for the float valves (red arrow) was made of transparent acrylic, and does not show
up well in the image. Geophysical array consisted of four 3 m long ERT strings and eight
surface electrodes. The four main ERT strings (taller PVC pipes, one is marked by the
white arrow) were placed in a 1.5 x 1.5 m (4.9 x 4.9 ft.)square near the edges of the pond
and aligned to image across the primary vertical fracture sets (see figures 3.8 - ERT array
and 5.4 fracture orientations). The surface electrodes (shorter PVC pipes, one is marked
by the black arrow) were placed along the diagonals of the square. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 3.3 - initiation of flow: On
the morning of 3/11/94, infiltration
was started by pouring ~150 liters of
fluid into the pond from buckets; at
the same time, gravity feed to the
float valve was initiated. In this
view, looking slightly west of south,
B. Daily and A. Ramirez (LLNL) are
checking the ERT array; R.J. Glass
(SNL) is adjusting the float valve;
and M. Mann (SNL) is monitoring
the fluid reservoirs and data acquisi-
tion system. Tops of the four primary
ERT strings can be seen above the
pond surface (one is marked by the
white arrow). Also, note the two
pieces of PVC pipe protruding from
the fluid supply drum (red arrow);
each pipe held two pressure trans-
ducers for monitoring fluid level (see
figure 3.5 - infiltration). 
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Figure 3.4 - setting ponded depth: Fluid level in the pond was stabilized ~10 minutes
after initial addition of fluid. After setting the pond level, storage in the pond remained
constant until fluid addition ceased. Therefore, conservation of mass implies equivalency
between outflow from the fluid supply drum and infiltration through the base of the pond.
Here, R.J. Glass (SNL) adjusts the float valves used to maintain fluid level; note that he is
not wearing blue gloves. Two of the main ERT strings and several of the surface
electrodes can also be seen in this image. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 3.5 - infiltration: Outflow from the fluid supply drum was monitored as an
analog for infiltration rate (see figure 3.4 – setting ponded depth). Fluid level in the
supply drum was measured at 10 second intervals using two calibrated pressure
transducers read by a portable datalogger. A complete backup system (transducers and
datalogger) was also employed. Data was downloaded onto a laptop computer
immediately following infiltration; an in-line optical interface was used to protect both
devices during data transfer. The entire system was powered by a twelve-volt automotive
battery. After setting the float valve in the pond ~10 minutes after initiation of the test,
outflow from the supply drum (see figure 3.3 - initiation of flow) matches fluid lost to
infiltration. Prior to that time, the rate of infiltration is not expected to equal outflow from
the drum. Data shows that infiltration remained relatively steady (~0.26 l/s) from t = 10
minutes until fluid addition was stopped ~36 minutes after starting the test, for a total
volume of ~640 liters; an appendix to the CD-ROM version of this document contains the
data.   

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 3.6 - conclusion of infiltration: Fluid supply to the pond was halted 36 minutes
after initiating flow. Remaining fluid in the pond quickly drained into the fracture
network, leaving only a small amount of fluid trapped at the surface, as seen in this view
looking to the south. Extremely low permeability of the rock matrix prohibited significant
imbibition. The trapped fluid was lost through evaporation and slow flow through small
fractures. Fresh surfaces chipped into the heavily stained floor of the pond showed no
evidence of imbibition into the rock matrix. In addition to the ~150 liters added to start
the test (see figure 3.3 - initiation of flow), ~640 liters of fluid were added from the
supply drum during the 36 minutes of metered flow (see figure 3.4 - infiltration) for a
total infiltration volume of ~790 liters. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 3.7 - tracer stain after 24 hours: The tracer for this experiment (4 g/l of FD&C
Blue #1 food coloring) was chosen for negligible environmental impact, strong sorption
onto the fracture surfaces, and high visibility. In this view from north of east, taken
twenty-four hours after infiltration, ultraviolet radiation has partially degraded the visible
tracer (see figure 3.6 - conclusion of infiltration); however, the rate of degradation
declines rapidly with time, and tracer exposed to sunlight remained visible for days to
weeks. Tracer protected from sunlight (i.e., in the unexcavated fracture network) did not
degrade appreciably, nor did it remobilize. As compared to the unstained rock, the tracer
clearly accentuates the fracture network (see figure 3.2 - infiltration pond prior to test).
The four main ERT strings (taller PVC pipes, one is marked by the white arrow) formed
a 1.5 x 1.5 m square within the infiltration pond (see figure 3.8 - ERT array). 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 3.8 - ERT array: Infiltration pond and ERT array. The gray region outlined in
black represents the area excavated for the pond, black lines within the pond represent
fractures. Investigators from LLNL (B. Daily and A. Ramirez) explored the utility of
Electrical Resistance Tomography (ERT) for detecting water content changes in a
fracture network by measuring resistivity over a set of two-dimensional vertical planes
beneath the infiltration pond before, during, and after infiltration. Four ERT strings, each
3 m long and containing 11 electrodes (30 cm apart) were grouted into dry drilled vertical
holes located within the pond at the corners of a 1.5 x 1.5 m square (numbered circles).
Eight shallow (~15 cm) surface electrodes (solid circles) were installed along diagonals
of the square (see figure 3.2 - infiltration pond prior to test) to increase resolution in those
planes. Because the infiltration rate was unexpectedly high, measurements during
infiltration were limited to two sequential cross-hole ERT resistance fields in the plane
between strings 1 and 3. The full suite of measurements (i.e., resistivity fields between all
string pairs) were measured on the day before the test, over the hour following
infiltration, and on the next day. 
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Plane between strings 1 and 3

Log10(R/Ro) 

2-24 minutes 24-44 minutes 1320-1342 minutes77-99 minutes

Figure 3.9 - ERT results: ERT data was only reduced in a preliminary fashion, as can be
found in the archived scientific notebooks [LLNL YMP controlled scientific notebook
LBT-03, 3/4/94, pp. 5-26]. The images shown above represent a 1.5 m wide by 3.0 m
deep plane between electrode strings 1 and 3 (figure 3.8 - ERT array) and are calculated
with data collected over a 22 minute period. Each image depicts the log change in resis-
tivity with respect to baseline data collected before infiltration (i.e., Log10 R/Ro). Over
the period from 2-24 minutes after initiating infiltration, sharp decreases in resistivity are
seen to extend from the surface pond through the base of the 3 m imaging depth; localiza-
tion of decreased resistivity in the ERT image suggests significant preferential flow with-
in the pervasive fracture network. Note that in both images taken during infiltration (2-24
and 24-44), the surface pond exerts a strong influence on measured resistivity (i.e., bright
red zone at the top of both images).  After ending infiltration (36 minutes) resistivity
quickly returns to near initial conditions, suggesting rapid drainage.  Additional images
and interpretation may be found in Glass et al. [2002].



Section 4 - Excavation and Mapping

Infiltration was performed on 3/11/94, excavation for the LLNL Large Block resumed
approximately 8 weeks later (5/3/94). At that time, we began to collect data on the
fracture network and distribution of tracer at locations directly below our three
infiltration sites. We continued to collect data throughout the course of excavating
material from around the LLNL Large Block. This set of images shows s activities
occurring during the excavation process (5/3/94 to 8/2/94). We have included images
illustrating our mapping activities, and the excavation process itself. We have also
included a series of shots showing removal of the cap from the LLNL Large Block.



      

Figure 4.1 - start of excavation: View looking eastward and down onto the work site
following the first round of excavation. Articulated arm of the tracked vehicle (hoe ram)
carries an impact hammer with a 0.5 m long chisel. The hoe ram was used to shatter the
rock pavement surrounding the LLNL large block, which is seen at the center of the
image. After breaking up the pavement to a depth of ~0.5 m, rubble was removed with a
small bulldozer (see figure 4.5 - mapping the large block). In order to maintain integrity
of the Large Block during excavation, it was capped in concrete and placed under
compression using rock bolts extending from bedrock to the steel cross on top of the
concrete cap (3 x 3 m in plan). Blue stained rubble from our ponded infiltration
experiment can be seen in the lower right hand corner of the image. 
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Figure 4.2 - wire saw in action: At an intermediate stage of the excavation, the concrete
cap topping the LLNL Large Block was cut off with a wire saw. Fixtures attached to the
Large Block guided a continuous loop of diamond studded steel cable as it was circulated
around, and drawn through the block. In this view, looking to the northeast, the drive
mechanism and controls for the wire saw are seen on the right hand side of the image; a
wooden wall was erected to protect the operator in the event of cable breakage. Hoses
inserted into the saw cut (red arrow) added small amounts of cutting fluid (water).
Cutting operations were completed within a 48 hour period. At the time of this activity
(5/17 to 5/19/94), the portable wire saw had recently been used to cut apart freeway
overpasses following the Northridge (Southern California) earthquake. 
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Figure 4.3 - removal of the concrete cap: On 5/19/94, the concrete cap on top of the
LLNL block was removed. This was a critical operation in the LLNL excavation process,
as failure of the cap during removal could have damaged the Large Block. In order to
provide access for the crane and flat bed truck a temporary ramp had to be erected (see
figure 2.8 - bench face). Wooden wedges and slats seen on top of the Large Block (lower
land hand side of image) were inserted into the saw slot to support the cap during cutting.
Rubble in the foreground is typical of that produced by the hoe ram. This view from
above our ponded infiltration test, looks slightly north of east, towards Forty Mile Wash
and the Calico Hills (see figure 2.3 – Yucca Mountain satellite image). 
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Figure 4.4 - sawn surface: Looking from the west onto the top of the LLNL Large
Block after lifting off the concrete cap (see figure 4.3 - removal of the concrete cap).
Dark regions are damp following removal of cutting debris. The curvilinear nature of the
dark regions reflects cutting action of the wire saw (see figure 4.2 - wire saw in action).
Smooth horizontal surfaces such as the 3 x 3 m top of the Large Block are excellent for
mapping fracture trends and connectivity (see figure 4.6 – fracture connectivity); but do
not allow for measurement of inclination in tight fractures. Our pavement surfaces were
extremely rough (see figure 4.10 - mapping) which made it difficult to trace individual
fractures; however, exposed fracture surfaces allowed measurement of inclination on
most fractures.   
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Figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block: After the concrete cap  was removed from the
Large Block (see figure 4.3 - removal of the concrete cap) investigators from LLNL
mapped fractures intersecting the top of the block (see figure 4.6 - fracture connectivity).
The yellow bands are part of a clamping system designed to maintain integrity of the
Large Block during subsequent excavation. The Large Block was also protected by a
buffer zone that extended approximately 1 m in all directions; the buffer zone was
sampled and removed (see figure 4.7 - excavation in process) in the final stage of
excavation. The bulldozer was used to remove rubble from the excavation, and push it
down slope to the east. In this view to the northeast, Forty Mile Wash and the Calico
Hills are seen in the background (see figure 2.3 – Yucca Mountain satellite image). 
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Figure 4.6 - fracture connectivity: This map of fracture traces intersecting the top of the
LLNL Large Block (see figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block) was modified from
Wagoner [1999]; colored lines represent fractures that were assigned to specific joint
sets. Orientation of this view (east at the top) was chosen to facilitate comparison with the
photograph of this surface that is shown in figure 4.4 - sawn surface. Several fractures are
of sufficient size to span the system, and a large number of cross-cutting relations are
evident. The strong connectivity observed here is consistent with pavement maps beneath
our ponded infiltration test (located 3-4 m southwest). In addition to the top, investigators
from LLNL also mapped fracture traces on the vertical sides of the Large Block [Wilder,
et al., 1997; Wagoner, 1999]. Wagoner [1999] produced a 3-D model of the primary
fracture sets within the LLNL Large Block, incorporating data from both the surface
maps and video logs of numerous boreholes within the Large Block.  
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Figure 4.7 - excavation in process: This view of the excavation, taken from slightly
south of east, shows removal of the buffer zone (figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block)
surrounding the LLNL Large Block. Articulated arm of the hoe ram was used to carefully
remove material immediately adjacent to the Large Block. Large samples were taken
from the vertical slab jutting outwards from the Large Block; sides of the slab were cut
with the belt saw (see figure 2.7 - belt saw). Black plastic on top of the Large Block was
later replaced with white plastic to minimize heat build-up and subsequent moisture
redistribution. Dust cloud on the left hand side of the image results from cleaning the
pavement beneath our ponded infiltration test prior to mapping. Operator of the air pipe
can barely be seen within the dust cloud (see figure 4.9 - cleaning the pavement).   
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Figure 4.8 - end of excavation: The hoe ram (see figure 4.1 - start of excavation) is
nearly hidden behind the LLNL Large Block (3 x 3 x 4.5 m) in this view from the east.
Here, near the end of excavation, the hoe ram is working ~5 m directly below the site of
our ponded infiltration test (see also figure 2.8 - bench face). The LLNL Large Block is
covered in translucent plastic for protection (see also figure 2.4 - site on Fran Ridge). As
the ~1 m buffer zone surrounding the Large Block was stripped away, additional
compression bands (yellow) were added to help maintain structural integrity (see also
figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block). Chain link fencing was installed on the excavation
walls to mitigate rock fall events.   
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Figure 4.9 - cleaning the pavement: At each excavation level, the hoe ram pulverized
the rock surface, producing rubble that varied in size from rock flour to boulders. Larger
rubble was removed with a bulldozer (see figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block);
however, our mapping activities required the pavement be cleaned to bare rock. Fine
rubble was removed by hand; first with a shovel, and then an air pipe. Due to the time
and expense involved with this detailed cleaning, only the areas to be mapped were
cleared. At each of our infiltration sites (see figure 2.5 – site map), vertical holes were
dry drilled at opposing corners of the mapped area following infiltration. Paint marks on
the excavation walls provided a rough guide to the location of these holes. Once the
vertical holes were found, just enough pavement was cleaned to set out the mapping grid
(see figure 4.10 - mapping).   
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Figure 4.10 - mapping: At each excavation level, the distribution of tracer and fractures
were mapped directly beneath the infiltration site at a scale of 1:12. Maps were
referenced to a portable 2.44 x 2.44 m (8 x 8’) grid subdivided at 0.305 x 0.305 m (1 x 1’)
intervals. Here, in this view looking to the southeast, D. Engstrom (SNL) is mapping
beneath the site of our restricted flow test (site #2 on figure 2.5 - site map); the grid and
mapping process was identical at all three infiltration sites. The blue tracer clearly marks
both vertical and subhorizontal fractures. In the upper left hand side of the image, tracer
clearly extends outside of the area cleaned for mapping and disappears into the rubble
covered region. On the right hand side of the image, drill pipe was left standing in one of
the vertical locator holes (blue arrow) used to position the grid. Locator holes were dry
drilled following infiltration with the air-driven jackleg seen in the upper right-hand
corner of the image.   
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Figure 4.11 - close-up of pavement surface: Each pavement map is a hand-drawn
sketch of the distribution of tracer and fractures within the mapped area. Fractures were
mapped in order of decreasing size; extensive fractures were mapped first and then
smaller features as time allowed. Surface roughness resulting from the excavation method
greatly complicated mapping activities by making it difficult to see true fracture
connection. This example shows the northwest corner of the 2.44 x 2.44 m (8 x 8’)
mapped area ~0.5 m beneath the restricted flow test (site #2 on figure 2.5 - site map); the
yellow rope defines grid blocks 0.305 x 0.305 m (1 x 1’) in size. Here, near the
infiltration surface, vertical fractures are thoroughly stained with the tracer. Although the
excavation method commonly damaged the surfaces of subhorizontal fractures, the
remaining fragments seen here are also stained.    
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Section 5 - Mapping Results (ponded test)

During the LLNL excavation process, we mapped the fracture network and tracer
distribution over a series of horizontal pavements located directly beneath our ponded
infiltration site. Data was obtained over a ~6 m2 area (8’ x 8’) at roughly 0.5 m
vertical intervals. Pavements were mapped at the infiltration surface (level 0), and 11
subsequent excavation levels (levels 1-11) over a depth of ~5 m. We also observed
occurrence of tracer outside of the mapped region during excavation of the
surrounding rock. Those two data sets were combined to estimate the extent of the
flow field resulting from the infiltration test. We also extracted data on fracture trace
length and orientation from pavement maps collected beneath the ponded infiltration
test. A simple modeling study based on this data has been reported by Eaton et al.
[1996a,b] where both dual-permeability and equivalent-continuum approaches were
applied. As one might expect, the two approaches resulted in strikingly different
saturation distributions. And of course, neither displayed the rich variety of behavior
observed in the field.



      

Figure 5.1 - sample pavement map: Example pavement map collected ~3 m below the
infiltration surface (level 8). Distribution of tracer is concentrated in the north and
northwest portions of the mapped region. The southwest corner of the mapped region was
untouched by the flow field at this, and all levels throughout the excavated depth (see
figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps). The tracer pulse appears to be somewhat split, with the
portion to the southeast being fragmented. Within this map, one can see a number of
small scale flow features: (1) fragmented flow along a single fracture; (2) concentration
of flow at fracture intersections; (3) bypassing of fractures, despite obvious physical
connection to the flow field; and (4) flow on subhorizontal features. An appendix to the
CD-ROM version of this document contains digital copies of the pavement maps.  
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Figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps: This, and the next two pages contain fracture
pavement maps for levels 0 through 11; areas in which tracer was observed are shown in
gray. Level 0 is the infiltration surface, where mapping was limited to areas within the
infiltration pond. At each level, the mapped region is outlined; estimates of tracer
location outside that region are based on 35 mm slides and notes taken during the
excavation process. Details of how these maps were developed can be found in Glass 
et al. [2002]; full resolution copies of these images can be found in an appendix to the
CD-ROM version of this document.  
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Figure 5.3 - estimated tracer extent: Three-dimensional perspective of the tracer extent
(i.e., gray regions in figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps) illustrates lateral variability in the
flow field with depth. This diagram has been expanded in the vertical direction to
enhance discrimination between the various mapping levels. The plot shows the
estimated lateral extent of tracer at each level of the excavation; on average, pavements
were separated vertically by ~0.5 m. Estimated extent of the flow field is seen to increase
rapidly directly below the infiltration pond, oscillate near the larger value, and then
contract significantly near the bottom of the excavation. 
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Figure 5.4 - fracture orientations: Dip was measured for ~77% of the mapped fractures;
this data set can be found in an appendix to the CD-ROM version of this document. We
were unable to measure fractures that did not have an exposed surface, which was most
likely to occur for small aperture, near vertical fractures. Poles of the measured planes are
plotted on a polar equal-area projection. Data is subdivided into three groups on the basis
of measured trace length (0-1 m, 1-2 m, and >2 m). Data shows at least two groups of
steeply dipping, extensive (trace length > 2 m) fractures. Measured orientation of the
smaller fractures shows more scatter than that for the extensive features. Our
measurements are consistent with median orientations of four joint sets measured at an
adjacent site by the USGS [Throckmorton et al., 1995]. The USGS site (identified by
Throckmorton et al. as TOB1) consisted of a pit and pavement located immediately south
and west of our experiment (see figures 2.4 - site on Fran Ridge, and 2.5 – site map). 
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Figure 5.5 - fracture trace length: A mechanical map measure was used to estimate
trace length of each mapped fracture, no corrections were made for either dip or apparent
variability induced by the rough pavement surface. Trace length data is included in an
appendix to the CD-ROM version of this document. Fracture trace lengths commonly
display an exponential distribution, with the probability of occurrence (p) for a specific
trace length (L) given by p ∝ exp(CL) [Call et al., 1976]. Approximately 60% of the
measured fractures at this site extended past the boundaries of the mapped area. The
remaining 40% exhibited an exponential distribution, with C = ~1.7. We also note that
Throckmorton et al. [1995] reported extensive fractures (up to 10 m) nearby. 
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Section 6 - Images Denoting Maximum Tracer Extent (ponded test)

Images in this section illustrate lateral migration of the tracer from the ponded
infiltration test.



      

Figure 6.1 - capillary barrier: Southwest corner of the mapped region at a depth of ~2.5
m below the infiltration surface (level 6); yellow grid ropes are separated by 0.305 m (1’)
in each direction. Tracer is clearly evident on pavement in the northeast portion of this
image, but not to the southwest of a near-vertical fracture (marked with white arrows).
The flow field was not observed to enter this corner of the mapped region throughout the
excavated depth (see figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps), suggesting that this persistent
near-vertical fracture may have bounded the flow field by acting as a vertical capillary
barrier. 
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Figure 6.2 - invasion of the south wall: Isolated tracer on an extensive near-vertical
fracture exposed in the excavation wall ~1 m south of the mapped region, and ~1 m
beneath the infiltration surface (see figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps). The exposure
shown in this image covers ~1 - 1.5 m . Despite the densely fractured network, tracer was
only found on the single vertical fracture (white arrow), which extended into the mapped
region beneath our infiltration site. Also, tracer only partially covered the fracture plane. 
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Figure 6.3 - localized tracer on the south wall: Tracer on the surface of an extensive
near-vertical fracture exposed in the excavation wall ~1 m south of the mapped region
and ~1 - 1.5 m below the infiltration surface. The exposure shown in this image covers
~0.5 m . The flow field contacted a limited portion of this surface, which belongs to a
fracture that did not pass through the mapped region directly beneath the infiltration
pond. Connection to the infiltration surface appears to have occurred through the two
near-vertical fractures (blue arrows) penetrating into the excavation wall near the center
of the photograph (see also figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps). Note that a third near
vertical fracture near the left edge of the photograph (white arrow), and a sub-horizontal
feature (purple arrow) near the top of the image are both devoid of tracer. 
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Figure 6.4 - distributed tracer on the south wall: South wall of the excavation ~3 m
below the infiltration surface (level 7, see also figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps). Tracer is
seen to extend over a 1.5 – 2 m long portion of the wall (see white arrows), occupying
both vertical and subhorizontal fractures. Chisel and arm of the hoe ram are seen along
the right hand edge of the image; the lower of the two purple arrows points to the chisel,
and the other to the arm of the hoe ram, which seems to blend into the excavation wall.
This image was taken in deep shadow; hence, the green paint on the hoe ram appears
similar to the blue tracer (see figure 4.1 - start of excavation).  
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Figure 6.5 - lateral migration in a vertical fracture: View looking down on the 2.44 x
2.44 m (8 x 8’) mapped area at a depth of ~2.5 m below the infiltration surface (level 6).
Tracer stain is clearly concentrated in the northwest corner of the mapped area (lower left
corner of the grid) and extends outward in that direction. A steeply dipping fracture
exiting the mapped area in a direction slightly north of east (see white arrow left of the
shovel) shows tracer migration away from the mapped area. A close-up view of this
fracture is shown in figure 7.5 - upward capillary flow. Buffer zone surrounding the
LLNL Large Block (red arrow) can be seen in the extreme upper left hand corner of the
photograph (see figure 4.5 - mapping the Large Block). 
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Figure 6.6 - tracer in the buffer
zone: During excavation, pavements
were broken to a distance of about 1
m from the LLNL Large Block. The
purpose of this buffer zone (see
figure 4.5 -mapping the Large Block)
was to minimize the risk of damage
to the Large Block and to obtain rep-
resentative samples at the conclusion
of excavation. Here, near the bottom
of the image, we see evidence of our
tracer on the buffer zone (white
arrow) more than 2 m northeast of
the infiltration site, at a depth of ~1.5
m below the infiltration surface. This
view is from approximately the same
location as the red arrow shown in
figure 6.5 - lateral migration in a ver-
tical fracture. 
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Figure 6.7 - excavation bottom: Excavation was halted ~5 m below the infiltration
surface (level 11). This image looks towards the southwest from on top of the LLNL
Large Block; the 2.44 x 2.44 m (8 x 8’) mapping grid is located directly below our
ponded infiltration test. At this depth, the rock mass appeared to be much more
competent than at shallower depths, and there was less evidence of subhorizontal
fractures exposed in the pavement. While there is some tracer east of the mapped region,
the strongest stains are in, and outside of the northwest corner of the grid. Strength of the
stain clearly suggests that the infiltration pulse penetrated beneath this level (see also
figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps).  
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Section 7 - Local Flow Features

In addition to the large scale mechanisms controlling lateral migration of the tracer, we
also observed a number of localized unsaturated flow features. While our principal
test (ponded infiltration test) was designed to flood the fracture network near the
pond, unsaturated flow occurred further away from the infiltration surface Both of the
remaining experiments (restricted flow test and small slug test) were designed to
induce unsaturated flow conditions nearer to the infiltration surface.



    

Figure 7.1 - complicated local structure: Tracer staining the plane of a single fracture;
lens cap is shown for scale. Sample was found within the excavated rubble near the
ponded infiltration test at a depth of ~3-4 m below the infiltration surface; however, the
horizontal location is not known. Tracer appears to be connected in all directions,
suggesting capillary dominated flow. Large portions of the aperture field were apparently
bypassed by the invading fluid. Laboratory and numerical investigations of fluid invasion
along the plane of a horizontal fracture [Glass et al., 1997, 1998] have shown that slow
displacement of a non-wetting fluid (air) by a wetting fluid (water) can lead to
complicated structures such as that seen here. As compared to a fully saturated fracture,
this wetted structure would produce a small satiated permeability [Nicholl and Glass,
1994; Nicholl et al., 2000], restrict passage of fluid through adjacent matrix blocks, and
afford smaller contact area for imbibition into the adjacent matrix [Glass et al., 1995,
1996].  
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Figure 7.2 – non-uniformity within the flow field: Fracture surfaces excavated at a
depth of ~4 m beneath the ponded infiltration test, and 2 – 4 m north of the mapped
region show a non-uniform concentration of dye; lens cap is shown for scale. Away from
the pond, viscous forces are expected to have been small, and the resultant unsaturated
flow would be dominated by competition between capillary and gravity forces. The
excavation method did not allow us to determine the in situ orientation of these surfaces;
hence the mechanism for preferential flow is unknown. Note that the lens cap is resting
on a fracture surface coated by secondary mineralization. Throckmorton et al. [1995]
examined fractures at a location several meters to the south and west of our investigation
(see figure 2.5 – site map) and reported the presence of both caliche, and non-calcareous
secondary minerals (possibly late-stage siliceous deposits).  
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Figure 7.3 - preferential flow: Tracer staining the plane of a single fracture; lens cap is
shown for scale. Sample was found within the excavated rubble near the ponded
infiltration test at a depth of ~3-4 m below the infiltration surface; however, the
horizontal location is not known. Flow structure suggests two pools of fluid within the
aperture field. Thin fluid tendrils appear to have connected these pools to each other, and
to the main flow structure. While this photo does not provide sufficient data to
discriminate between capillary- and gravity-driven mechanisms for preferential flow,
flow structure appears remarkably similar to gravity-driven fingers observed during the
experiments of Nicholl et al. [1993]. 
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Figure 7.4 - intersections between steeply dipping fractures: A variety of tracer
configurations were observed at fracture intersections. This image of the pavement
surface was taken at level 7,  approximately 3 m directly beneath the ponded infiltration
test (see figure 5.2 - fracture/tracer maps); the grid lines are located at 0.305 m (1’)
horizontal intervals and ~0.1 – 0.2 m above the rough surface. Here we see an
intersection in which one fracture is fully stained (white arrow); however, stain is only
observed for a short distance along the other fracture, which trends towards the lower left
hand corner of the image. Note that tracer reappears on this fracture near the edge of the
image. Above and left of the white arrow, a pumice fragment shows significant
absorption of tracer. At other locations (purple arrows), tracer stain marks intersections
between hairline fractures that would otherwise be difficult to find. 
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Figure 7.5 - upward capillary flow: Close-up view of a steeply dipping fracture
carrying flow away from the mapped area at a depth of ~2.5 m below the infiltration
surface (level 6). The view point for this image is the same as that of the white arrow
seen in figure 6.5 - lateral migration in a vertical fracture. Dark stain on this steeply
dipping fracture fades upwards, suggesting capillary rise. Glass et al. [1995, 1996]
suggested that open subhorizontal fractures may act as capillary barriers to downward
flow. Fluid may then traverse laterally along the upward edges of such barriers, and be
imbibed upwards through capillary action.  
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Figure 7.6 - localized flow: This image shows both localized concentration, and absence
of tracer along the northern edge of the restricted flow test at a depth of ~1.5 m beneath
the infiltration surface. The left hand side of the image is heavily stained, while the right
hand side is mostly untouched by the flow field. There are also fractures within the
stained region that are free of tracer. Just left of the pocket knife, the flow structure shows
a near vertical edge. Continuing leftwards, a star-shaped intersection between three
fractures is heavily stained. Extensive fracture coatings at this location appeared to be
non-calcareous, and possibly siliceous material emplaced by vapor-phase transport.  
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Figure 7.7 - horizontal capillary barrier: Here we see tracer stain on the surface of a
near vertical fracture located near the restricted flow test, and about 2 m below the
infiltration surface. Stain appears on both sides of the lens cap; but not directly behind it.
Left of the lens cap, stain appears both above and below the subhorizontal fracture
located at the top of the lens cap. Right of the lens cap, stain is only seen below the
subhorizontal fracture. A possible explanation for this structure is that the subhorizontal
fracture acted locally as a capillary barrier to upward fluid migration. 
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Figure 7.8 - subhorizontal flow: View looking from the west onto the 2.44 x 2.44 m (8
x 8’) mapping grid at a location approximate 0.5 m directly beneath the small-slug test
(site 3 on figure 2.5 – site map). Surfaces of stair-step subhorizontal fractures dipping to
the northeast show locally pervasive stain, with a clear demarcation between stained and
unstained regions (white arrow). Note the extensive secondary mineralization coating the
fracture surfaces (see also figures 7.2 – non-uniformity within the flow field, and
7.6 – localized flow). 
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Figure 7.9 - potential impact of instrumentation: Strong tracer stain is seen in a
grouted borehole (white arrow) located just east of the restricted flow test at a depth of
~1.5 m below the infiltration surface. This stained borehole was observed at several
depths, implying that it acted as a fluid sink and preferential pathway. This observation
raises questions regarding perturbations to the flow field resulting from installation of
sensing devices. In rock units such as this, where fractures and matrix have extremely
different hydraulic properties, use of grout with intermediate properties may significantly
impact the flow field and produce non-representative measurements. Also, note that the
borehole penetrates a stained subhorizontal pavement surface, and that the pavement is
traversed by a vertical fracture carrying flow away from the mapped area (red arrow). 
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Section 8 - Rock Mass Variability

Noting that this was a small excavation, we were still surprised by the degree of
variability within the rock mass.



      

Figure 8.1 - spatial variability of the rock mass: Overview of work site midway
through the excavation process; view is looking slightly north of west. In the background,
M.J. Nicholl (SNL) is mapping the small slug test, while in the foreground D. Engstrom
(SNL) maps the restricted flow test; both tests were located along the north edge of the
excavation (see figure 2.5 – site map). Our ponded infiltration test was run in the
southwest corner of the excavation; on the far left hand side of this image, and behind the
LLNL Large Block (under the black tarp). Note the extreme variability in rock
competency within this relatively small area. To the south (left), the densely welded tuff
unit is extremely hard and competent; the excavation wall stands vertical, and actually
has a slight overhang (see figure 8.4 - extensive fractures). Conversely, the northwest
corner (right rear of the image) is highly shattered and weathered. As a result, the rock is
friable and will not hold a vertical slope (see figure 8.2 - friable rock). Moving eastward
along the north wall (to the right of the mapping grids), the rock becomes more
competent, but not nearly so as in the southern half of the excavation. 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 8.2 - friable rock: In the
northwest corner of the excavation
(see figure 2.5 - site map), the rock
mass was shattered and highly
weathered; significant amounts of
caliche were also present (see  also
figure 8.1 – spatial variability of the
rock mass). Rock in this corner was
sufficiently friable to be excavated
with a shovel, and would not sustain
a vertical excavation; chain link
fence was draped across the slope as
protection against rock fall. Less
than 15 m away, in the southwest
corner of the excavation where we
performed the ponded infiltration
test, the rock mass was extremely
hard and relatively impermeable (see
figure 8.4 - extensive fractures).
Where subsurface materials exhibit
such extreme variability in terms of
both the matrix and fracture network,
prediction of system behavior will be
difficult. This observation under-
scores the complexity of designing
appropriate field experiments and
conceptual models for flow in unsat-
urated fractured rock. 
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Figure 8.3 - secondary alteration: In the northwest corner of the excavation (see also
figure 8.1 - spatial variability of the rock mass) where we performed the small slug test,
portions of the rock mass were highly altered by weathering, and significant amounts of
caliche was present. Hydraulic properties of the caliche and weathered rock were
intermediate to the unaltered matrix and open fractures. The unaltered matrix is
hydrophilic and generates large matrix suction; however, permeability is so low that
significant imbibition is precluded. Conversely, the fractures are highly permeable when
saturated, but act as capillary barriers when dry. The caliche and weathered zones exhibit
hydraulic properties intermediate to these two extremes, hence they act as fluid sinks. In
this image, flow was constrained to the weathered and caliche filled portion of the
fracture (right hand side). 

Nicholl and Glass, 2002
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Figure 8.4 - extensive fractures:
South wall of the excavation adja-
cent to our ponded infiltration test.
Closely spaced, steeply dipping frac-
ture sets are seen to span the full ~5
m depth of the excavation. Note that
the excavation is not perpendicular
to strike; hence, apparent dip is shal-
lower than true dip. Although wire
mesh has been bolted to the wall for
protection, this hard competent rock
mass easily stands vertically without
support. 
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Figure 8.5 - heterogeneity within a
fracture: This extensive, near verti-
cal fracture (red arrow) passed
through the prism underneath our
small slug test at a depth of ~0.5 m
beneath the infiltration surface. The
mapping grid is subdivided into
0.305 x 0.305 m (1 x 1’) squares.
Note that the stain is concentrated in
portions of the fracture that are
weathered and filled with caliche.
Less weathered zones of the fracture
(top and bottom of the image) show
no evidence of stain. Note also
extensive stain on the subhorizontal
fracture; smooth undulating surface
of this feature suggests cooling, rath-
er than tectonic origin [see
Throckmorton et al., 1995]. 
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Section 10 - Guide to Appendices

Folder name Contents

PAPERS Folder containing other documents relevant to this investigation.

IMAGES Folder containing high resolution copies of the photographs
used in the main document; there are no annotations to these
images (arrows, etc.).

PMAPS Folder containing scanned images of the pavement maps at 300
DPI resolution.

TMAPS Folder containing high resolution images of the tracer extent
maps developed for the ponded infiltration test.

DATA Contains two files: FLOW.PDF contains cumulative outflow
data from the feed tank to the infiltration pond, and
NETWORK.PDF contains fracture data (trace length,
orientation) extracted from the pavement maps collected from
beneath the ponded infiltration test.

Note 1: Folders containing the appendices are located in a folder entitled APPEND,
which may be found on the CD-ROM version of this document.

Note 2: In order to enhance document portability across platforms and between
operating systems, the names of all files and folders are in all capital letters, and the
main body of each name is no longer than 8 characters (ISO 9660 compatible).

Note 3: Additional details on the information contained within an individual folder
may be found in READ_ME files located within that folder.
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